α-Sulfonamidophosphonates as new anti-mycobacterial chemotypes: Design, development of synthetic methodology, and biological evaluation.
Tuberculosis (TB) is the leading cause of death worldwide due to bacterial infection. The scarcity of effective drugs to treat the disease and the compounded problems due to the development of resistance to the available therapeutics and TB-HIV synergism drive medicinal chemists to search for new anti-Mtb chemotypes. Towards this endeavor, the α-sulfonamidophosphonate moiety has been identified as new anti-Mtb chemotype through the scaffold hopping as the design strategy, development of an effective synthetic methodology using green chemistry tools, and evaluation of anti-TB activity of the synthesized compounds against Mtb (Mycobacterium tuberculosis) H37Rv. Out of the sixteen compounds, five have been found to have MIC values of 1.56 μg/mL and one 3.125 μg/mL. The five most active compounds are non-cytotoxic to RAW 264.7 (mouse leukemic monocyte macrophage) cell lines. The compounds are found to possess acceptable values of the various parameters for drug likeness in accordance with the Lipinski rule with the topological surface area (tPSA) of >70 that suggest eligibility of these new molecular entities for further consideration as potential drug candidates.